Computational simulations using overset grids typ-
Manipulation Tools
Four modules are available in 0VERGRID for general grid manipulation.
GRIDED -Structured Grid Editing Tool
The GRIDED module provides the following list of commonly used functions for operations on one or more structured grids.
(I) Swap J and K, K and L, or J and L grid indices. surface and one or more intersectee surface grids.
TRICED -Surface Triangulation Editing Tool
The TRIGED module provides the following list of commonly used functions for operations on an unstructured surface triangulation.
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(2) Reverse one or more of J, K and L indices.
(3) Mirror about X -0, Y -0, or Z -0 plane.
Scale or translate.
Rotate about X, Y, or Z Cartesian axes.
Resequence the identification numbers of a collection of grids.
(7)
Add extra layers of points at i J, ±K, +L boundaries by extrapolating in the tangential, x, y, or z direction using a specified stretching ratio.
(9) Concatenate any two volume, surface or curve grids in the specified direction (J, K, or L).
(10) Split an entity into two along a constant J, K, or L direction at a specified index where the split entities may overlap in one or more points.
(11) Automatically concatenate any number of surface or curve grids in arbitrary relative orien-
tations.
A tolerance parameter allows adjacent grids separated by small gaps to be concatenated.
(1) Swap common edge between two adjacent triangles.
(2) Reverse direction of normal on all triangles.
(3) Mirror about X -0, Y -0, or Z= 0 plane.
(4) Scale or translate.
(5) Rotate about X, Y, or Z Cartesian axes.
(6) Remove un-used vertices.
(7) Extract all triangles on one side of a Cartesian cutting plane.
(8) Extract all triangles belonging to a given list of
:
The SRAP module is used to redistribute grid points on a structured curve, surface or volume entity. In the case of a surface or volume entity, it is treated as a collection of curves in the J, K or L index direction.
Points along each curve are fitted to a cubic spline, and then redistributed based on user input specifications. There is an option to project the new points back onto the original piece-wise linear definition of each curve.
Redistribution can occur in one or more segments in each direction where each segment is defined by a start and end index.
The user has four input specification options for redistributing points in a segment.
(2)
(3) window with several V-22 surface grids created by hyperbolic marching.
For domains bounded by two opposite, two adjacent, three, or four initial curves, transfinite interpolation is used. Additional straight lines are automatically constructed by SURGRD for two-curve and three-curve cases to fill in the missing bounding curves. Fig. 12 shows the automatically simplified SURGRD window for two opposite initial curves and the DISPLAY window with a TFI grid created between the two curves.
The SURGRD window simplifies even further for two adjacent, three or four curves since no stretching function needs to be specified.
SBLOCK-Surface Gap Grid Generator
Given the surface geometry and a set of surface grids created around the feature curves, the SBLOCK module can be used to automatically generate algebraic surface grids to fill in regions on the surface not already covered. Details of the SBLOCK algorithm and code are found in Ref. 19 . The OVERGRID interface is very simple, and provides widgets for the input of the uniform global grid spacing to be used for the algebraic grids• In practice, this module is rarely utilized since it tends to generate a large number of small grids that results in poor flow solver efficiency.
4.2.3.

WKCUT-Wake Cut Surface Grid Generator
The WKCUT module is used to generate and add a wake cut to the surface grid of an airfoil shape such as a wing, flap, slat, fin, or pylon to form a C-grid. Default parameters are automatically set for the streamwise extent of the wake, the number of points used and the grid spacing.
For more difficult cases such as a high/low wing and fuselage, the user can select parameters to modify the deflection angle of the wake cut such that the cut intersects the fuselage. This intersection requirement is needed for the construction of a collar grid 32 in the wing/fuselage junction.
Volume Grid Generation Tools
After creating a set of overlapping surface grids, body-conforming volume grids have to be generated. the corners of the interior core can be explicitly pre-,: scribed.
In both automatic and manual mode, extra stretched layers in all directions can easily be added by specifying a distance and a stretching ratio (Fig. 14a) . . 15 ).
Boundary Conditions Selection
After creating the volume grids, it is advantageous to determine the boundary conditions to be applied to each grid prior to performing domain connectivity and flow solution computation. This is because boundary condition information constitutes a significant part of the input required for both of these procedures. 
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